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Two national fraternities end ·pledging
Local chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon disagrees with .results of national group's vote
by Eric Dentel
MANAGING EDITOR

Two national college fraternities, Tau Kappa
Epsilon and Zeta Beta Tau, have decided to eliminate
the "pledging" system.
The ZBT decision was made by their Supreme
Council and handed down to its member chapters.

Each chapter of TKE had a chance to vote on the
proposal at their national convention three weeks
ago. According to David Brunat, president ofthe UCF
chapter, the more than 280 active TKE chapters split
their votes nearly equally. The alumni groups and
the TKE Grand Council were nearly unanimous in
their support of ending the system.
Pledges, or "associate members" as they are known

in TKE, will become full members in less than two
weeks. Although some chapters have started the new
system this fall, the UCF chapter does not plan to
start it until September, 1991, the deadline set by the
national organization.
The fraternities' decision to abolish pledgingcame
see PLEDGING page7

Tuition
out paces
inflation
by Amy Hudson
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

For the ninth year in a row, the price
students pay to attend college has risen
faster than the inflation rate, the College Board says.
Educators and other adult observers
bemoaned the increases, yet generally
thought the price of college remained
affordable. Students, on the other
hand, seemed to greet the news with
more alarm.
"I keep seeingitincrease, but there's
no (financial aid) help and not a lot of
improvements," said Southwestern
Oklahoma State University junior
Ronda Mills. "Several of my friends are
unable to be here because of it."
Mills and her classmates registered
at Southwestern Oklahoma to find
their tuition had risen 1 7 percent, to
$1,160.
"If they hike tuition again next year,
I'm not coming back," declared Melissa
see TUITION pages
)

Justice Dept.
investigating
tuition fixing
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

About 20 of the nation's most prestigious campuses are being investigated by the U.S. Dept. of Jus.tice,
which suspects them of illegally agreeing to fix the prices they charge students, federal sources said in midAugust.
Officials from 23 schools meet each
spring to discuss applicants, how much
to charge them and how much aid to
offer them. The Justice Dept. says it is
now investigating those and other
schools, suspecting the annual meeting
amounts to price fixing.
The schools contend the meeting$
are.necessary to avoid bidding wars for
top students.
But the meetings- and any agreements in which schools collectively set
see TUITION FIXpage5

PARKING HELL AGAIN
The end of add/drop was supposed
to end, or at least partially relieve
the parking problem at UCF.
But, as these pictures show,
students, faculty and staff still have
to park anywhere there is an
unoccupied piece of ground because of the massive overcrowding
on the main campus.
Everybody seems to be complaining, but nobody seems to have
a better idea. Or do they?

New_library photocopying machines will
not accept old-style copy chcirge c·a~ds
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

New copy machines in the library
will accept only cards purchased in the
library.
The library cards, purchased from a
card dispenser located on the main
floor, will not work in machines outside
the building. Cards purchased elsewhere on campus will not work in the
library. This is a disadvantage library
officials hope to overcome in the near

future, accordind to Anne Marie Allison, director of libraries.
The library card will cost $1 to purchase, 30 cents of which will be a deposit and the remainder will be used for
copying. Copies will cost 5 cents.
With the backing of the Faculty Senate, and after checking with many of its
users, the library has prepared to offer
what it feels is an "ideal photocopying
service."
Capital Copy will install and maintain the 20 photocopying machines,

placed throughout the building. Two
change machines capable of handling
$1 and $5 bills, and three copy card
dispensers will be available. In addition, card readers will be installed on
the microfiche/film reader printers on
the third floor (where the microform
collections themselves are housed).
According to Allison, Capital Copy is
an organization with a good track record at other universities and libraries.
'

see LIBRARY page 7
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$1.00 Well Drinks
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CINEMA
2255 University Blvd
Across from UCF
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• Money Saver Checking
Accowtt
• VISA/MasterCard
• Student Loans
• Special UCF Checks

UNCLE BUCK - PG

2:00-4:00-6:008:00-10:00

LETHAL WEAPOll 2 - R
3:15-5:30-7:45
LET IT RIDE - PG-13
10:00 pm only

•

TURNER• HOOCH - P6 MILLEHHIUll -PG-13
1·1s-a:oo-10:00
2.15-4:30-7:30-9:50

Conveniently located

CHEETAH I
MICID CARTOON - G
1"45-3:40-5:45

•

CASUALTIES OF
WAR-A

2:10..5 00.7.30-10:00

HEART Of DIXIE - PG THE ABYSS - PG-13
2:05-4 05-6:05·
1:10-4 :00-8:45-9:30
BilS-1005
Pmes a c.opom ~tor all Futrrm
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282-0505

The Citizens and Southern
National Bank of Florida

open until Midnight Fri & Sat.

Member FDIC

•

Student Discount
With Valid UCF ID

•
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•
•

"CRO~THE

STREET FOR
BEi IEK VAWES'

Order your college ring NOW

JOS'TE>:S

Date: 8-22, 8-25-89
Tune: lo-4 p.m.
Place:

~t'- ~et-~it

658-4612

Welcome Back to School
Everyone!

&

~

,
.
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BARGAI MATINEES DAJLY F<>fl SHOWS

Copies
Binding
Typesetting
Specialty Papers
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STARTI GBER>RE5:30P.ll.SPECW. SR.
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Copies ~- .

Paul Mitchell
Hair Care Prori11cts

~

,~....,,..

658-7700

282-2476

Featuring
Nelus, Redken

~
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r

across from the UCF campus

Top 40 Rock N' Roll
Wed. - Sat 9-2 a.m.
Featuring '--ive
Hot Bands
No Cover Charge

•
•
•
•

I
I

1 s1LlABONG rup
• BEACH CRUISERS
• ALL TERRAIN BICYCLES
• RACING{fRI BICYCLES
• GROUP RIDES
• ACCESSORIES
• REPAIRS ALL MAKES

SORORITY CORNER

' BOQ RS"
TUES:

-

18" MYLAR HELIDM FILLED

i:_IMIT_: ~\JPO...::. 10% Discount
with UCF

MON:

-

r--- · ---------~---.-:i-w----i

For your convenience, Mr. B's
Hairstyling is located just acros
the street from UCF, Next to
U C6 for all you hair care needs

277-8015

GREAT
SEMESTER
Super
Clean
Cleaners
All UCF Students .
get a 10%discount
specjal

•

HAPPY HOUR
50¢ DRAFf
FREE POOL

WITH LUNCH

(407) 277 -POOL

Keep your clothes looking
sharp throughout the
schoool year!

380-5858

Gourmet Burgers
Deli Snadwiches
Stuffed Baked Potatoes
Quarter Pound Dogs

DINNER MENU
•
•
•
•

Buffalo Wings
Ribs
Grilled Chicken
Tacos

Take Out Orders

281-:8857

Back to school
used sheets sale

Check our prices
Check our service

•
•
•
•

.ft.. .•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

.&w"'1J tlu 'Ul'9 C!o,,.,,,..,.uy"
•

UCF FEDERAL .CREDIT U~ION
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS ·
(407) 249-0008

(407) 249-0009

•
•
•
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Half of all colleges to ·1 ace faculty
·shortage this fall, report predicts
by Amy Hudson
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

R. Scott Horner/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

IN HAPPIER DAYS
Chris Pope (with glasses) and Mike Florence install new washers
in the Commons, back before the dawn of Parking Hell at UCF.

•GRADUATING?

Michigan's.

The deadline for filing intent to graduate forms for fall
1989 is Sept. 1.

• VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

The Central Florida area
broadcast of the 1989 Jerry
• FREEING SPEECH
Lewis Labor Day Telethon
(CPS) The University of needs volunteers.
Michigan said Aug. 22 it will
The telethon, to benefit the
back down from enforcing a Muscular Dystrophy Associapart of a new anti-discrimina- tion, will be broadcast from
tion policy that the American Buena Vista Palace at Walt
Civil Liberties Union claimed Disney World Village on Sept.
violated students' free speech 3.
rights.
Money raised through the
The policy, which lets offi- efforts of the telethon will help
cials discipline or expel stu- fund the work being done by
dents if they spread senti- MDA-sponsored researchers
ments based on race, ethnicity, to find treatments and cures
religion, sex sexual orienta- for muscle disease.
tion, creed, national origin,
Anyone interested in volunancestry, age, marital status, teering for the annual Labor
handicap or even Vietnam- Day telethon can call the local
veteran status, was adopted in MDA office at 677-6665.
April to try to halt a series of
racial ineidents.
•LIBRARY SECRETS
The ACLU filed suit in May
The UCF library will be ofon behalf of a UM grad stu- fering a one-hour class to fadent, who said the policy was miliarize transfer students
inhibiting him from express- with the library resources and
ing his opinions in class. That operations. This optional class
part of the policy, which for- will be repeated six times bebids classroom behavior that tween Aug. 24 and Aug. 31 to
might be construed as harass- allow for scheduling by stument, was suspended. The dents in the morning, afterACLU suit is still pending.
noon and evening. Interested
The
university · has students should go to the referscrapped the classroom provi- ence desk on the second floor of
sion "for the time being while the library for more informawe consider how to clarify it or tion and to sign up for class.
provide better interpretive
The Liprary is also offering
examples," said UM attorney a special exhibit of new UCF
Elsa Kircher Cole.
President Steven Altman's
Stanford and Emory uni- reading favorites (Edmund
versities and the University of Shellings, Wyatt Wyatt) and
Wisconsin have imposed simi- works published by Altman
lar discrimination policies, himself, most of which concern
though not as broad as organizational behavior. The

Students on half the campuses in the country
will find their schools suffering from some sort
of shortage of professors this fall, the American
Council on Education predicts.
While experts have been forecasting colleges
in the 1990s will suffer drastic faculty shortages - perhaps up to 100,000 campus-level
teaching jobs will remain unfilled for lack of
qualified people-the ACE report is the first to
indicate the problems may have started.
Half the campuses surveyed earlier in August by the ACE, a trade group for college
presidents based in Washihgton, D.C., reported
their searches for qualified teaching applicants
take longer than in previous years.
And when they find someone they want to
hire, half the schools say they are having
trouble convincing the applicants to take the
jobs.
"We've seen the proportion of campuses reporting difficulty in this area nearly double in
the last two years, and we expect this trend to
continue into the 1990s," warned the ACE's
Elaine El-Khawas, author of the report.
El-Khawas found colleges are having the
most trouble finding computer science, math,
health and business professors.
Nationwide, 15 percent of all the tenuretrack business professorships went unfilled for
the entire 1988-89 school year, estimates the
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business (AACSB), the St. Louis-based group
that accredits campus business curricula.
To keep up, campuses will need to hire 37
percent more professors by the year 2003, estimated Mike McGuire, senior planning officer at
Franklin and Marshall College in Pennsylvania, where he recently finished a study of faculty attrition at 29 institutions.
For students, it means more of their classes
will be taught by graduate assistants and, pre-

exhibit will be displayed on the
second floor of the library from
until Aug. 31.
• TV SCHOLARSHIP

Students -working towards
a career in the movie or television industry can apply for a
$1000 scholarship to be
awarded by the Florida chapter of the Florida Motion Picture and Television Association.
Applicants must have already earned 10 college-level
credits and have at least a 2.5
GPA They must also be a resident of Central Florida and a
full-time student in a Central
Florida area college.
The deadline for applications is Oct. 1, 1989. Three
finalists will be chosen and
interviewed by the FMPrA
board of directors, and the
winner will be announced in
January. to request an application, write to FMPrAScholarship, Box 540022, Orlando,
Fl., 32854-0022.
•LESS LOANS

(CPS) Even though fewer
students are defaulting on
their loans, many banks are
reducing or eliminating loans
to students who go to certain
schools, the Consumer Bankers Association (CBA) claims.
"Students who are most at
risk (of not getting loans) are
the ones who attend a one-year
trade school, particularly the
poor quality schools," said
Fritz Elmendorf of the CBA, a
banking lobbying group in
Washington, D.C.

sumably, not as effectively as they would have
been with fully trained professors at the head of
the room.
Louisiana State University, for example, has
lost so many professors in the last eight months
that some of its administrators are worried
some programs may lose their accreditation.
Ten ofLSU's 18 accounting faculty members
have left since January, reported department
Chairman Vincent Brenner.
In all, 120 professors have left LSU's Baton
Rouge campus in 1989, provoked by uncertainty over what will happen to them after a
reorganization of the states' higher education
system and by persistently low salaries.
At the 14-campus California State University system, administrators are gearing up for a
shortage of 10,000 to 11,000 faculty over the
next 10to15 years, thanks to a projected surge
in enrollment and mass retirements of professors hired in the 1960s, when the CSU system
was being formed.
To combat the problem, CSU is offering financial incentives and even to forgive student
loans to students who agree to go on to get
doctorates and, ultimately, teach at CSU.
"Right now, the Ph.D. pipeline isn't providing the numbers needed," said CSU spokesman
Steve McCarthy.
"The bottom line is that we have to get more
people into the Ph.D. pipeline,"McGuire added.
Bachelors degrees in fields like engineering
and computer science are winning students
starting salaries of $30,000-to-$35,000 this
summer, the College Placement Council in
Bethlehem, Pa., reported in late July.
As a result, students can choose between
making a good salary or going to grad school for
four more years, during which they often will go
deeper into debt.
With their doctoral degrees, moreover, they
would then face a career of teaching which
would earn them far less than they could make
in private industry.

Banks in general are limit- • GRIEF WORKSHOP
The local chapter of MADD
ing 1oans to students at
schools with default rates will sponsor a workshop: Understanding Death and Grief:
higher than 25 percent.
Two-year community col- Helping Yourself and Others.
The workshop will be preleges and trade schools tend to
have the highest default rates, sented by Dr. Alan Wolfelt of
the U.S. DepartmentofEduca- the Center for Life and Loss
Transition of Colorado on
tion said.
Most students at four-year Sept. 16 at the Howard
campuses will not have prob- Johnson Hotel on Kirkman
lems getting their loans, El- Road.
This workshop is geared to
mendorf predicted.
"In light of increased efforts law enforcement officers, fireby the Department of Educa- fighters, paramedics, hosp· tal,
tion to crack down on schools clergy and funeral home perwith high default rates, it is sonnel and others who deal
not surprising to see many with death and dying. It is also
more lenders cutting off loans aimed at family care-givers
to those schools," said Joe who deal with death and
dying. A major part of the
Belew, CBA president.
Separately, the Education workshop will be about coping
Department reported that 17 skills to avoid stress-related
percent of the loans out to stu- burnout.
dents nationwide are in deTo register, call Orange
fault, a 4-point drop from the County MADD at 422-6233.
rate in August, 1988.
Registration costs $20 and
Elmendorf called the drop includes lunch.
proof that more aggressive efforts to get students to repay • SOFTWARE SALES .
their loans are working,
The Central Florida Counthough he added that some of cil for High Technology is
the efforts, by placing the bur- sponsoring a seminar and expo
den on lenders and colleges to entitled "Software Entreprecollect payments, are provok- neurship: Strategies For Maring banks to stop making Staf- keting Software Products and
ford loans.
Services That Will Sell in the
"Default is a problem, but 1990s." The seminar will be
even more so is the federal held Oct. 1 7 at the downtown
response to default," Elmen- Orlando Radisson and will run
from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
dorf said.
The cost will be $75 for
A CBA survey of 89 lenders
indicate's that 66.3 percent CFCHT members and $105 for
would eliminate Stafford non-members.
Loans (formerly GSL) if ConRegistration information
gress adopts a new "risk shar- and brochures are available at
ing" anti-default program.
841-3057.
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Registration may have· ended,
but this c 'o ntest just won't die

•

.

Just when you thought it was time to forget
about the exasperation and aggravation
b ought about by registration, along comes The
Central Florida Future Registration Horror
Story Cont est!
That's
right! Combining recitation and recreation with
the frustration of regis.
tration, we've created a sensation that's sweeping the nation-maybe all of creation!
Send us your examples of the worst that the
UCF registration process has to offer - the
indignities, delays, heartbreaks, shame, hu-

miliation, boneheadedness ... Well, you get the
idea.
The contest is open to everyone from freshmen to grad students - and 1t does not h ave to
be just about this's year's registration.
Send your horror stories to:

The Horror, The Horror
c/o The Future

P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, Fl 32816
We'll print e· ~erpts from the best entries in
our Sept. 5 issue. And the very best (or very
worst, depending on your point ofview) one will
win $20.
No procrastination - send us yow dissertation today .

•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••
••
•
Valencia Community College
••
•
PRESENTS:
•
•
BREAKING INTO
••
•
•
••
BROADCASTING
•
••
••
STARRING
•
••
•
YOU!
•
•
•
"A 60-hour comprehensive guide to
••
•
••
attaining an exciting, high-paying
••
•
in
Broadcast
Sales."
career
••
•
•
.
..
The
Truth
••
••
•
••
Opening September 11 at campus
•
••
••
near you .
•
•
•• Showtimes 9 am .• 3 p.m., 6 pm. MWF ••
•
•
: For Reservations Ca 1· 299-5000 ext. 3401:
• • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••

TUITION
FROM PAGE 1

Lopez, a University of New
Mexico junior. Despite an
eight-day student occupation
of President Gerald May's of·
fice last spring, UNM officials
raised the annual in-state twtion $100 to $1,372 .
Nationwide, collegians will
pay an average of 5-to-9 percent more for tuition and fees
this academ c year, the College Board reported The gen
era mflatio i ate for the 12
months en di 1 l June was 5 2
perce nt.

TUITION FIX
FROM PAG

1

theu rates - may ·olate an ··

RELAX
Another UCF student turns to the serenity of the reflecting pond
to ease the frustration caused by trying to find a parking space .

t rus laws, whi h forbid price·vate, nominally
C1Jrnpetmg companies. Schools
under scrutmy include Colby,

fixmg by

Bowdoin, Amherst a d Williams colleges, Tl
, Harvar
and Wesle an universities
and the Uruversity ofCh.:.cag .

6
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COMING SEPTEMBER 71h& a_
•h
TO THE UCF GYM ...
THE CAREER. R~SOURCE CENTER'S
.

.

CAREER EXPO
A CHANCE FOR UCF
STUDENTS AND EMPLOYERS
TO GET TOGETHER TO DISCUSS
CAREER AND EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES.

ONE PM TO FIVE PM
THURSDAY SEPT. 7
NON TECHNICAL MAJORS

ONE PM TO FIVE PM
FRIDAY SEPT. 8
TECHNICAL MAJORS

(All Business Majors, Liberal Studies,
Humanities & Fine Arts, Social Studies, Etc.)

(Engineering, Computer Science, Natural
Sciences, Health)

PARTIAL LIST OF EMPLOYERS

PARTIAL LIST OF EMPLOYERS

Allstate
Arthur Andersen & Co.
Automatic Data Processing
Barnett Banks, Inc.
Citizens & Southern National Ban.le
City of Orlando
Coop~rs & Lybrand
Cuthill & eddy Cpa
Davgar Restaurants
Dbo Seidman
Defense Logistics Agency
Deloitte Haskins & Sells
Electronic Data Systems
I' . _,
Enterprise Leasing C.O.
Ernst& Young
Everything But Water
FBI
Florida Department of Corrections
Florida Power Corporation
Harris Government Systems Sector
Haverty's Furniture
. Kentucky Fried Chicken
K Mart Apparel
Koiva, Ruta & co., P.A.
KPMG Peat Marwick
Meldisco
Mutual of Omaha Companies

NCNB
NCR
Naval Coastal Systems Center
Northwestern Mutual Life
Office of Auditor General Florida
Orlando Sentinel
Pioneer Financial
Price Water House
Radio Shack
Shands Teaching Hospital
Sherwin - Williams
Southeast Bank
Southland Corporation
State Farm Insurance Co.
Sun Bank
Touch Ross & Co.
Toys "R" Us
United Telephone of Florida
Universal Studios Florida
University Behavioral Center
U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms
U.S. Office of Personnel Services
Wal-Mart

Andersen Consulting
Arthur Andersen /-Plus Tac
Bellsouth
City of Orlando
Defense Logistics Agency
Electronic Data Systems
EG&G Florida, Inc.
Emerson Electric
E-Systems, ECI Division
Florida Power & Light
Frito Lay, Inc.
Harris-Government Systems Sector
Hercules Defence
Hughes Simulation Systems
Loockheed Space Operations
Martin Marietta Corporation
Maynard Electronics
McDonnel Douglas Space Services Co.
NASA
Orlando Utilities
Pratt & Whitney
Proctor & Gamble
Software Technology, Inc.
United Telephone of Florida
University Behavioral Center
Upjohn Pharmaceutical
U .~. Office of Personnel Management
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J_IBRARY
FROM PAGE 1

A staffed copy service room
be open almost as mmy
hours as the library itself.
Personnel stationed in the
oom will be available to assist
students, faculty and staff.
The photocopy machines md
microfiche/film reader print-

mll

ers will accept coins or copy
· cards. The price per copy,
based on use of coins, will be 1 O
cents.
Until Oct. 1, questions concerning the new service may be
answered by calling 1-800334-5591. As soon as the service is "up and running" an oncampus phone number for
Capital will be announced.

•~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1

llad1e lhaeK
ASSOCIATE STORE
423-1771 I 422-8426

PLEDGING
FROM PAGE 1

after a suggestion last December by the National Interfraternity Council (NIC) to "find
alternatives to the pledging process."
A series of deaths, injuries, fights and racial
incidents involving pledges at various schools
led to the NIC proposal.
Dozens of states and individual universities
have restricted or outlawed the "hazing" that
occasionally - some would say usually - acoornpmi~ p~d~n~ b~ ilie inci~n~ oontinued.
"Hazing has long been a problem in the
fraternity system," said T.J. Schmjtz, executive
vice president ofTKE International. "We have

7.

tried numerous programs to eradicate it from
the fraternity, but so far none have accomplished the task.
"We believe that the elimination of pledgeship is the most effective way to stop hazing
from occuring"
Brunat, of the UCFchapter, said he and most
of his brothers at the university do not agree
with the new system because, among other
reasons, the two-week-or-less initiation period
will be too short to determine whether someone
has what it takes to become a member of their
fraternity.
"It's just not enough time to assess the worth
of m individual," Brunat said.
"You cm't make a brother overnight," agreed
Anthony McLaughlin, also of the UCF chapter.

STUDENTS I FACULTY:
Now's the time to get that computer
you'll need for the school year, and
SAVE $200. 00 on our BEST SELLING

TANDY 1000SL.

ONLY

999°0
WITH COLOR
MONITOR
MS-DO and DeskMate user interface built in! Record audio on diskettes. PC-compatible.
These savings only available at...
RADIO SHACK ASSOCIATE STORE
2609 S. ORANGE AVENUE
(Corner Michigan & Orange)

Plus: SA VE $150. 00 ON NEW TANDY DMP 300 PRINTER
(WITH 24 WIRE PRINT HEAD I REAR PUSH TRACTOR FOR
SUPERB GRAPHICS AND LETTER QUALITY TEXT.
WAS 649.00 NOW 499.00
STUDENTS I FACULTY : PRESENT ID AND CASH ...
AND RECEIVE ADDITIONAL 5% SAV GS!

RUSH
Potential pledges discuss the horrendous parking problem at UCF during Rush week. Can you
guess which Alpha Tau Omega brother in this picture found a space?

/

Stop At The Pitstop!
1-4 West Longwood Rest Area
Labor Day Weekend ·
Open 9-9 (9-6 Sun.)
Compliments of Wayne Densch, Inc.

OUCH!
.Parking Hell is as
bad as ever,
maybe worse
Add/Drop is over on the main campus, but the
parking problem is as bad as ever.
Enrollment is at an all-time high. As of Tuesday afternoon, approximately 20,000 would-be
academians had registered to attend UCF. Last
year, about 86 percent of the student body
attended at least one class on the main campus.
Last year, that meant 15,616 students park·
ing here at one time or another.
This year, it would mean 17,200.
And faculty positions have increased.
And registration is still open on the branch
campuses.
And there aren't any more student parking
spaces.
In fact, there are less.
But don't think things are going to get any
better.
The infamous lot 4, the big black slab near the
health center that was once a student lot which
was then changed to a faculty and staff lot and
is now still a faculty and staff lot but mostly
students park there will someda be an enforced faculty and staff lot.
The nearly 200 students parking t ere this
week have been getting some leniency from the
police department.
fact, peop e parkmg illegaily all ove th campus have been receiving
lenient treatmen from the police.
This can't continue.
Either the police will be ordered to go back to
ticketing normally, or the students will rise up
and let everyone know they are sick of Parking
Hell and get something done about it.
Which scenario do you prefer?
We think almost everyone will prefer the
latter.
All week stu. . . ents, faculty and staff have
been showmg their dissatisfaction through
illegal parking. But, now is the time to speak
out
We have not hear the perfect solution yet,
but we ve h ear _ vera interesting possibilities. ~d we want t hear more. 0 call us.
Or, if you prefer, call your student rep esentatives and tell them. Or ask them what they
think and what they are doing. The student
government phone number is 275-2191.
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Tithing goes to Marxist revolutions

I

Last week I wrote of elements within the Catholic
Church finacially supporting communist revolutions in Latin America.
I am certam that Istepped on a few toes. Ifyou are
Protestant, prepare to have your foot run over by a
steamrol er What you read in this article may upset
you. I woui rather you be upset and informed than
happy and ignorant.
If you are a member of the United Methodlst
Church, The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A), or a liberal Lutheran church, you are also a member of the
World Council of Churches (the Natio al Council of
Churches and the Florida Council o Churches are
part of the World Council of Churches). Le e help
you to understand where your church dollars go.
On Sept. 8, 1976, the World Counci of Churches
earmarked $560 000 to be funneled tc VJO
communist revolutionary movements m Africa vie:t the
councils' "fund to prevent racism." This money was
distributed among 'l7 groups in 19 count e . 'l'he
bulk of this money wa& distributed to five c uthem
African Marx.1st groups all of which are currently
supported by the So ·et J n on (the e grou s iI lude
the African National Congre s, SWAP
CA,
outh African Go gress Tra e Unions, and
ode.
t )
s1an msurgen s
In September of 981, t
alvatio Army withdrew its membership from the Worl
oun ·11 of
Churches. The Salvation Army charged for veral
years that the World Council of Churches "was growing too supportive of violent Third World guerrilla
movements."
The World Council of Churches also financially

support t
argest Soviet front organization in th .
United Stat.es, the Institute for Policy Studie
S
has bes to the KGB, Cuban Secret Sevice, and o
well-known terrorist groups (the Weathermen and
the Black Panthers).
I have learned first hand the scope of the revolutionary involvement of the World Council of
Churches. On Dec. 4, 1988, I attended an anti-Amefr·
can/pro-Soviet seminar held at Rollins College. This
seminar was funded in part by the Florida Council of
Churches. The closing speech at the seminar w
given by a member of CISPES, an organization that
financially supports the communist revolutionaries
in El Salvador. CISPES was founded by the wife of
known Cuban Secret Service agent and was investigated by the FBI for involvement in terrorist activif es.
Starting to get an idea of how your church donat ons are used ?
Like I said in my prior article, you have the right to
know how your church dollars are being spent.
refuse to believe that the majority of the United
Methodist Church, the Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A), or any of the liberal Lutheran denominat
tions want their money sent off to the Third World in
order to finance Soviet propaganda and Marxist revolutions.

Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (407) Z75~2601 , News Office (407) 275-2865

•SKEWED ANGLE
Editor In Chief

Editor:
The purpose of this letter is to
Eric Dentel answer Kevin Walker's "Right
Managing/News Editor
Sports Editor
Bill Foxworthy Angle" editorial of Aug. 22, which
Confetti Editor
David Schlenker gave a very "Skewed Angle" on the
finances and political activities of
Art Director
Deborah Cunningham
the Roman Catholic Church. I
Photo Editor
Tom Webster hope I can provide a more honest
Production Manager
Lara E. Hutchison perspective.
Our friendly neighborhood
Scott Buss Roman Catholic Church parish is
. Business Manager
Kasha Kitts Saint Joseph's, located just south
Office Manager
of Highway 50 on Alafaya Trail.
Charmaine Mendoza
Ad Production Manager
As a member, I am informed of
Opinions expressed lnThe Ce1111'al Florida FMlure are those of the newspaper or lndMdchurch revenues and expenses on
ual columnist and not necessarlly those of the Board of Publlcatlons. University Adan annual basis through a report
ministration. or Boord of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maximum of 300
words and Include the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters ore
on their operational budget. The
subject to editing for grammar and space and become the copyrighted property of
breakdowns of revenues and exthe newspaper. Names may be withheld but the newspaper reserves the right to
refuse publlcatlon of any letter. The Ce111""1 Florida FMl"rc Is o free .non-profit newspapenditures show that less than
per published twice weekly during the academic year and weekly during the
two percent of the money that
summer. All meetings of the BOP are open to the public.
R. Scott Horner

-

changes hands in Saint Joseph's
Catholic Church leaves the United
States. Furthermore, the money
that goes to foreign missions is
that money donated specifically
for foreign missions.
On an international" level, the
Roman Catholic Church is involved in many successful socially
beneficial programs. For example,
a clergyman of the Jesuit order
was trusted by layman Bob Geldof,
organizer of Live Aid, to carefully
supervise the distribution offunds
raised to benefit world hunger.
Another example is the "Covenant
House" program led by Bruce Ritter of the Franciscan order. The
Covenant House program has
been responsible for helping to rehabilitate more than 100,000
homeless children from lives of

drugs and prostitution in more
than a dozen U.S. cities in the past
20 years. There is a lot more to th
Roman Catholic Church than the
inappropriate, Wicondoned political meddling described by Walker.
And those Catholic orders criticized by Walker are the ones leading the way with positive social
action on an international level.
The whole point ofWalker's editorial was the collection plate and
political meddling. But the point
of the Roman Catholic Church is
the unpopular fact that there is a
loving God and that it is in
everyone's own best interest to d~
something about it. And that
should be the subject of Walker's
next editorial. A.J. Virgrt
electrical engineering
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

RUBES®
45 Landed
property
49 Choir voice
50 Expire
52 Verve
53 Prophet
54 Parcel of land
55 Seasoning
56 Saucy
57 Abstract being
58 Piece of baked
clay

DOWN

ACROSS

1 Inclined
roadway
5 Greek letter
8 Cries
12 Seed coating
13 Ship record
14 Journey

15 Journey for1h
16 Possess
17 Evaluate
18 Inclinations
20
22
23
24
27

Egg dish
Pedal digit
Female rutt
Supplicated
Goes in

31 Swiss river
32 Spanish lor
"river"
33 Traps
37 Clutches
40 Period ol time
41 Soak, as flax
42 Lingered

28 Bitter vetch
29 Tear
30 Distress signal
34 Sharp reply
35 Before
36 Seat on horse
37 Welcomes
38 Legal matters
39 Bear witness to

_by Le~gh Rubin

42 Stinging Insect
43 T award shelter
44 Roman road

46 Turkish
regiment
47 High

48 Heraldry:
grafted
51 Electrlfled
particle

Solution

1 Float
2 Sandarac tree
3 Mud
4 Abu ndance
5 Shut
6 In what
m anner?
7 Disregard
8 T"lo ugh re
9 Spoken
10 G asp with teeth
11 Barracuda
19 Female deer
21 Males
24 Dance step
25 Hurried
26 Macaw
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COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

1

THE 21st

STUDENT SENATE REPORT

Sessions 32-36

Final Report, 1989

July 16 (32nd Session)

.Bill.s

Confirmation Votes
SJsan Hockett. Justice
Scott Pruitt. Public Relations Director
Jennlrer Peac e . Daytona Area Campus Coordinator
Jomes Wllkenlng. Election Commissioner

21-67 Establishing Budget stipulations (OAF. p assed by a cclamation)
21-75 Funding for Phone Installa tions (Thieler. passed by acclamation)
21-76 Fund Portable Gos Grill (DiBona . passed 21-Y.1-N)
21-78 Establishing Project Allocations (OAF. passed by acclamation)
Resorutlons
21-38 Support for the Space Program (Brannon . Santos. Brice. passedl 8-Y .3-P.2-A)
Conflrmtion yotes
Larry Blanchard. Engineering #3

August 6 (3Sth Session)
~

21-79 Funding for Theatre Productions (Eberle. passed by acclamation)
21-85 Reapportionment of Senate Seats IV (Cox. passed 12-Y .3-N.3-A)
Resolutions
21-39 Amending Rule 3.01 (Bowen. Santos; passed by acclamation)
Confirmation yotes
Brod Griffith. Justice

July 23 (33rd Session)

m
None

Resolutions
21-AO Support for Continuation of Parking Decal Program (Joseph. acclamation)
21-41 Congotulotlng the Baseball Team (Schmidt. passed 18-Y. 2-N.1-A)
Confirmation yotes
None

August 13 (36th Session)
~

21-84 Amending Rule802.1 (UR. Failed. 5-Y.15-N
Resolutions -None
Confirmation yotes
Christina Foley. Election Commissioner
Dove Martinson. Justice
Cindy Nace. Justice
Don Pelletier. Chief Election Commissioner
Diano Staneszewskl. Assistant Chief Election Commissioner
Kelly Wiggins. Justice

July 30 (34th Session)
~

21-71 Deleting StoMe 804.6 (WR. passed by acclamation)
21-80 Reapportionment of Senate Seats Ill CEA. passed 12-Y.7-N;Vet oed)
21 -81 Establishing Foll Meeting Tlmes (Thleler. passed by acclamation)
21-83 Funding Advertisement for Fall Book Exchange (Smith. Santos; Acclamation)
Resolutions
21-42 Support of Crime Prevention Fair CAiiey, passed by acclamation)
21-44 Amendino Rule 7.01 .D (OAF. passed by acclamation)

SENATE COMMITTEES
OAF

c&o
UR
SPR

EA

review and amend all Leglslatfon before It is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following
are descriptions of. and the time and day of the committee meetings:

Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any leglslatlon
requesting funding.
Mondays @ 5 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receive~ funds for Office Supplies/ Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Tuesdays@ 10 a.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Leglsl~tlve Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews legislatoin to change the Constitution . statutes or Rules and
Procedures.
Thursdays @ 4 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Services and Public RelaHons: This committee reviews all non-funding legislation which deals with student Government
SeNlces. as well as Local. state. and Natlonol Issues which directly relate to the students ot UCF.
Wednesdays @ 4:30 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all student Government Appointments. and makes recommendations for changes tot he Election staMes.
Sundays @ 4:1S p.m. In theSenate Conference Room

OAF/C&O FUNDING
Your club or organization Is eligible to receive funding for office supplies. conferenc.e registration fees. and other special
projects . To request tundlng, stop by the SG offices and complete one of the request for funding forms and return to David
Mann. Fernando Santos, or Lisa Thleler.
P-Present (not enough Information/ unable to decide)

A-Abstain (conflict of Interest)

Y-Yes

N-No

Paid Advertisement

SENATE MEETINGS
Students are invited to attend all Senate
meetings. and to express any ideas or
problems that they feel the Senate
should work on. Senate meetings are
held on Tuesdays at 3:30 PM In the
University Dining Room.

STUDENTS
If you have any comments, questions or
concerns about the Senate Report, or
any legislation, please contact Lisa Thleler at x2 l 9 l or in SC 1S1 . Petitions are now
available if you are interested in running
for a seat.

Female non-smoker wanted to share home in
McCulloch Forest (off University and Dean) on
cul de sac wooded. Full privileges, private
room, bath $200tmo plus 112 util. Call 6574852 eve. or leave message.
Jewish Student Union/Hiiiei invites you to
join a growing group that caters to the social,
. cultural and religious needs of the Jewish
student community. Our first meeting is 8 p.m.
Wed. Sept. 6 at 12185 Descartes Ct. For more
information, call Judalc Studies at 275-5039.
"Quotes"
All Communication majors are invited to join
UCF's largest and most active PR club. Look
in the next issue for the time and place of the
first meeting.

Roommate needed immediately! Mature
female non-smoker to share great apt. wt
fireplace $225 + 113 utilities. Call 696-4731.
Female roommate needed. Private room and
bath. $200/mo + 1/2 utilities. 114 mile from
UCF. Call 381-5272.

Government Homes from $1 (U repair). Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call 805687-6000 Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.
1983 Honda Shadow motorcycle. New tires,
low miles, 2 helmets ( 1 Shoei). $1400 obo,
call Tim at 644-4565.

7 couch. $140, very comfortable for sleeping.
Call Amy at 366-1583.

UCF Tae Kwon Do Club

Want to make friends, get in shape and learn
a martial art? Stop by M8-10, T7-9orTh 9-11
MPR Ed Bldg. or call Wes 679-8002 or Kerwin
830-4961. Free beginning lessons I

Suncrest-University Blvd Patio Home 3bdrm/
2bath scteen rm, fans, appliances, dbl ga·
rage,-like new, no pets. Family or two adults,
$700. Call 671-2313.
House for rent/lease to own 3bdrml2bth.
Spotless condition, new carpet, levelor blinds
and ceiling fans in every room. Big fenced In
yard on a quiet cul de sac, near UCF!Martin
Area. $615/mnth. Call Terry 277·2527.

Female roommate needed. own room, share
bath $150 + 113 utilities and $100 security
deposit. Six miles from UCF on Goldenrod
Road 679-5512.
Room for rent in private 3 bdrm/2 bath house.
Full use pool. Casselberry. $250+113 utilities.
Nonsmoker must like cats + dogs. Call 7675118. Leave message.
Desperate! Roommate needed less than 1
mile from campus. Washer /dryer, 113 util.
$150 refundable deposit, $212/mo. Call 6570669 Forest Highlands.
·
Non-smoking, mature female for 312 furnished
duplex near Dean and University. Unfurn.
master bedroom and bath, washertdryer.
$265 mo.+ 112 uni, $150 deposit. Call 4223343.

Duplex 2bd/2bth near Dean and Rt 50. $400!
mo. Call 889-0170.

ATIENTION
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1602-838-8885 Ext. A5780.
1980 BMW 5281, gray, 4-speed, fast, no air,
57,000 miles, reliable, $3700. Call 422-3343.
1979 Ford Thundetblrd: VB, PtS, P!B, P/W, Al
C, New tires. Asking $1200. Call Jen 2754641.

Town house for rent. Chancellor's Row2bdrm/2bth, call 282-6997 ASAP.
Rent to Own
Invest in you future condos and townhomes.
Near UCF in the SSOs • Call Frank and ask
How to save $$ with our Buyer Bonus Program. Southern Realty Enterprises, Inc. 8340031.

Large 2bdrm/2bath. New carpet!apphances,
sundeck- $450. Close to UCF Central heat!
air. Ready now, call 380-5096.
Townhouse-condos located 5 miles from UCF
- 3 bdrm/2.5 bth and 2 bdrm/1 .5 b
Extras,
call 657-2153 for 1nformauon.

Needed: Student Assistant
for South Orlando Campus
Must have transportation. Clerical skills and
hght typing desired Salary $4Jhr (Hexible
hours)
Contact
Sanders ass-on9 between s.
8·30 p.m.

nm

The CD Player 1s gone - but I am looking for
Alohasonlk Amps - Call Tom F 282-8183.

Belk lindsey Credit Center
Authorization Clerk
Apply in person at
1080 Woodcock Rd Suite 111
Orlando, Fl 32813
Phone 896-3231 Cheryl Ward
Working Hours: 12:15p.m: to 9:15 p.m.

Act In TV Commercials
High Pay
No Experience ... .All Ages
Kids, teens, young adults.families, mature
people.animals, etc, Call Nowl
Charm Studios
1-800 447-1 530 Ext. 1647
Part-time salesmaker wanted who Is confident and good with people. Apply Radio
Shack Associate Store. Corner of Michigan
and Orange, S Orlando orcall 423-1771/4228426. Flexible hours, good pay, and commission upon experience.
Part· time. Must love children and hard work.
Call 830-0804 Bitsy.
POSITION AVAILABLE:
Warehouse/Office work, Mon-Fri 8 to 5. Close
to UCF. Statting $5.25/Hr. Call 679-4001.

-

Excellent word processing 366-0538
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

!..

BEER! BEER! BEER!
IT'S EASY TO BREW YOUR OWN!
SEBASTIAN liREWERS SUPPLY HAS ALL
YOUR BEER AND WINEMAKING
SUPPLIES!
1-800-780-SUDS

WANTED: Someone to carpool with from
Mt. Dora area on M. W or Th. Call 904-3833f08 leave message.
Tutor wanted for high school level workgeneraJ courses- call 657-2409.

Easy Work! Excellent Payl Assemble products at home. Call for Information, 504-6418003 Ext. 2568.

Female student seeks Hat, paved place to
park. Those feeling similarly LET THEM
KNOWll
Alee's Furniture. New and Used. 10% discount with this ad. Buy, sell and trade 7522 E
Colonial 273-1554.

Pl can't believe it! Our final semester 1s her
Keep up the good work. Only 3.5 months until
G-day. Congratulations!

Guitar Bass lessons - specializing m Jazz,
rock, pop. Doc. student rn music. Near UCF.
Beg-Adv, 8 years teactung expenenoe. Very
reasonable monthly rate. Call 671-9291.

LoveQ

0Thanks for being such a cute PYTI

Love P

Are you worried about gettting to
the BCC Game? Well, don't worry
because...

•

STUDENT GOVERNMENT is

KNIGHTS

offering FREE BUS RIDES !
•

ALSO tickets to the game will be
available at the KIOSK and at
the gate. But hurry, because
there is a limited supply!

•
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Defense i$ key for .
'89 Men's soccer
by Todd Dewey
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jor11e AJwarez/CENTR.AL FLORIDA FuTURE

Goalkeeper and co-captain Warren Russ stretches to
grab a teammate's shot during Tuesday's practice.

The 1989 Men's soccer team is filled with youth.
For soccer coach Bill Barker, it is a season filled with
promise.
The Knights went 10-4-1 in 1988. They ranked
ninth in the Southern region, considered by some to
be the toughest region. The team lost several players
from last year's squad.
Two major loses from the '88 Knights were captain
Ian Gill, a midfielder now playing for the Orlando
Lions, and sweeper Tommy Wurdack, also with the
Lions.
Freshman Shailer Bowers, will try to fill the void
left by Wurdack at sweeper. Freshman John Brooks,
from Lake Mary, and senior co-captain Shawn
Sprung will hold down the spot vacated by Gill.
·The team is young, with two seniors and three
juniors. Freshmen comprise the majority of this
_
.
year's team.
"There's a big difference from high school to college," Sprung said. "And of our starting 11, five or six
of the guys have no experience. But everyone is
working hard, guys are staying after practice," he
added. "Hopefully we'll grow each game."
The key players for the '89 season are co-captains
Russ and Sprung. Both started every game last
season, with Russ as the goalkeeper and Sprung as a
midfielder.
The strength of the squad lies in its defense. Three
of the four fullbacks are returning starters from last
year's team.
"We have a solid defense and we can't lose if we
don't get scored on," Russ said.
UCFfaces an 18-game schedule. All but two opponents are I-A teams, of which one third are top 20
teams.
"Our main goal is to establish UCF as a legitimate
Div. I power in the South," Barker said. "In order to
dotlus, we need to be rankedin thetopfourorfiveand
that will almost assure us of our ultimate goal, a bid
to the NCAA tournament."

Running backs compete
for a chance to start
by Jeff Barlls
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

If the preseason conclusion
of UCF football coach Gene
McDowell is correct, the
Knights will debut an expanded, more powerful running attack this season.
This new and improved
ground game will be based on
the talent and experience of
tailbacks such as Gilbert Barnes, Cornelius Friendly and
Mark Giacone.
"Competition is real good at
tailback," McDowell said. According to running back coach
Alan Gooch, Barnes' main
strength is his speed in the
open field.
Friendly has recorded the
fastest time of all running

KICKER
FROM PAGE 12

PREVIEW
FROM PAGE 12

be featured more than it has
J>een in the pa_st.
The Wildcats finished with
a losing record last year (5-6),
but they came on strong at the
4end of the year to capture the
MEAC title.
Bethune's offense will be a
ystery to the Knights as BCC comes into the game with a
new quarterback and four new
offensive linemen. Only the
enter returns from the 1988
season.

The biggest weapon for the
Wildcats will be receiver
Stevie Thomas, who led the
MEAC with 43 receptions for
793 yards.
Although McDowell said he
does not know what to expect
from the Wildcats, he noted,
"The game has always come
down to the last six or seven
minutes."
"It's always rough," Barnes
added.
McDowell figures the Wildcats to have a strong passing
game. The Wildcats led their
Conference in passing and finished second in total offense.

ball," said Grilla. Grilla is not
the only kicker the Knights
their arsenal.
Freshman Mat Sutton,
kicked well in practice. Last
year's starting place kicker,
Blake Holton, is fighting to

VOLLEYBALL
FROM PAGE 12

bid. The bid will be to the
National Invitational Tournament, a first year tournament

backs with under 4.4 seconds
on the 40-yard dash. Also,
Giacone has returned from a
knee injury to add more competition ro the tailback position.
The fullback position has
also been solidified with senior
Jon Jordan starting and junior
Perry Balasis, who is also
competing for the starting
tailback position.
"Our running game should
be one of our strong po in ts.
We've got the best backs we've
ever had here and we all play
both positions," Jordan said.
"We all try to play together as
a team."
Added competition for the
starting fullback position
comes from freshman Willie
English. At 220 pounds and

with 4.5 speed, English has
caught the attention of both
McDowell and Gooch.
In Friday night's Black and
Gold Scrimmage, English
scored four touchdowns and
ran for 107 yards in 13 carries.
"We have never had a running back quite like Willie
English, " McDowell said.
"We've had fast backs and
we've had big backs, but English is fast and big."
McDowell attributed the
preseason success of the backfield to both the aggressive
running styles of all of the
backs as well as the improved
offensive line.
"The competition has pushed them all, n Gooch said.
"All of our running backs could
start."

regain his spot on the team.
In addition to using special
teams to kick field goals, extra
points and punts, UCF uses
special teams to keep the opponent off-guard.
"Two years ago we faked a
punt against B-CC," Kruczek
said. "They know we have the
fakes and we like to keep other
teams leery about the fakes.

That also helps at stopping
the rush on the kicker,"
Kruczek said.
"We're counting on an overall improvement from our special teams," McDowell said.
"In close games such as our
games against BCC that is
important. A special teams
play can easily change the
outcome of such a game."

in NCAA Women's Volleyball.
The Lady Knights should
have a good chance ofreceiving
the bid. McClemmon evert
made the schedule such that
the players would be prepared
for playing on-the-road.

"I have scheduled a lot of
games away to get the players
used to playing on the road,"
McClemmon said, "so we'll be
better prepared. I think we're
up to it. I think we're going to
surprise some people."

B·CC /UCF rivalry continues With tiebreaker
This game may be
last installment of
Central Fla. Classic
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Bethune-Cookman
Wildcats won the first four
games.
The UCF Knights won the
last four games.
The two teams meet for the
tiebreaker to the Central Florida Classic. This game is the
latest, and possibly the last, in
the sometimes bitter rivalry
7 :30 Friday night at the Citrus
Bowl.
"There seems to be some
strained relation, but I don't
understand why," Gene
McDowell said. "I would like to
play them in the future, but
there are seme problems."
The problems include seating for both students and season-ticket holders.
The two teams alternate as
home team, but B-CC will not
allow UCF students to get in
free even when UCF is the
home team.
Season ticket holders also
must buy that ticket separately from their season-ticket
package.
"If they want to come here,

Bethune graduate officiating
the game.
"I said something I
shouldn't have," McDowell
said. "I think that started
some of the problem. n
.,
These problems have added
to the rivalry.
"You don't really feel it unti
yougetontothefield. Thenyou
hear a lot about it," running
back Gil Batnes said.
The game has yet to take otS:
any added meaning despite
the series being tied.
"Our goal is to go 10-0, and
you can't go 10-0 without winning the first game," Barnes
said.
The Knights' game pl~
against the Wildcats will
again be centered around the
arm of Shane Willis.
Although his practice tim
has been limited because of a
leg injury, he will start the
game.
Willis completed 18 of 35
passes for 266 yards in last
year's victory, including two
third quarter touchdowns. .,
Bill Foxworthy/CENTRALFLORIDAFUTURE
McDowell said ifWillis goes
Freshman fullback Willie English carries the ball upfield as outside linebacker Jose Trujillo dives to
out
with an injury, the Knights
make the tackle. English is expected to see some playing time Friday against B-CC.
offense will change to one ce fine," McDowell said. "But the tract calling for the game to be phin Larry Little, has yet to tered around the running
game.
students will have to get in played in Daytona next year indicate its plans.
But even if Willis stays
and returning to Orlando in
McDowell also admitted
free."
that some of the problems be- healthy, the running game mi
The future of the game rests 1991.
Bethune-Cookman, tween the schools arose last
in the hands of B-CC. McDowsee PREVIEW page11
ell sent them a two-year con- coached by former Miami Doi- year after he commented on a

Special teams ready
to decide B·CC game
by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

J

Special teams has been a big
factor in the annual duel between UCF and the BethuneCookman Wildcats since Gene
McDowell became head coach.
In 1985, Eddie O'Brian
lcicked a 55 yard field goal as
time ran out to give UCF the
victory, 39-37.
Special teams was a factor
in 1987, too. UCF used a fake
punt and a fake field goal to
beat B-CC, 1 7-9.
B-CC coach Larry Little
vowed special teams would not
beat his team in 1988. He was
partially correct.
UCF missed an extra point,
then went for a two-point conversion on its next score which
failed. But the Knights still
won 29-21.
O'Brian is gone. 1988

placekicker Blake Holton missed much of preseason practice. The kicking duties belong
to walk-on Franco Gri11a. A
true freshman, Grilla played
football and soccer last year at
Piper High School.
With the new NCAA rule
that field goals and extra
points be kicked without a tee,
one might expect mostly short
kicks to be successful. But at
practice Sunday, Grilla made
four 52 yard field goals in as
many attempts.
"He's in a class by himself
right now," McDowell said of
Grilla. "Grilla strengthens our
kicking game markedly. He
has a strong leg and great accuracy".
"I think my playing soccer
has formed a strong background for kicking the footsee KICKER page 11

Bill Foxwotthy/CENTRALFLORIDAFUTURE

Freshman placekicker Franco Grilla follows through on a kick during UCF's practice Sunday. Grilla
successfully made four consecutive field goal attempts from 52 yards and will start against B-CC.

Volleyball team poised to continue success.
by Jay Rutenkroger
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

,.

The Lady Knights open the 1989 vol1eyba11 season
with a successful past.
In 1986and1987 the Lady Knights finished at the
top of the New South Women's Athletic Conference.
The 1988 season was dampened by injuries. But a
young and relatively inexperienced Lady Knights
team finished .a strong second in the conference.
Coach Dee McClemmon, in her second year, feels
the outlook for this season is e.qually bright.
The Lady Knights return seven play.ers from last
year's squad. The backbone of this group includes
four of last year's freshmen led by starting setter,
Kathy Fill. Last season Fill went down with a knee
injury but appears strong as ever and ready to power
the Knights for her sophomore season.

in their season opener. Beginning the season against
USF wil1 be a tough test for UCF. USF ranked second
junior Jennifer Owen. Both Pack and Owen play the in the South region last year. Another big test willf>e
the Florida Eight Tournament where the Lady
middle blocker positions:
.
The addition of four junior college transfers Knights will have to battle Florida State and/or the
•
strengthens McClemmon's crew. Stacey Briley of University of Florida.
October6, the mid-season toumamentfortheNew
Umpqua Community College aµd Pam Coons from
Charles County Community College should add South Women's Athletic Conference will be held at
Georgia State. This tournament, known as the Cross
depth and experience to the Lady Knights' roster.
"AB soon as they all learn to play together there Region Tournament will be an early indicator of ..he
will be a remarkable change from last year's team," Lady Knights' season. The Lady Knights will also
travel to rival FIU for the NSWAC conference tournaMcClemmon said.
The Lady ltnights face a difficult schedule this m~t
•
This year, for the first time in the New Sou '
season. Their opponents in the conference include
Georgia State, 1988 conference champ, and Florida Women's Athletic Conference's young history, the
International University. FIU finished strong last winner of the tournament will receive a postseason
year and expanded their volleyball budget.
·
The Knights battle the University of South Florida
see VOLLEYBALL·page 11
Oth'e r top returnees who should see some playing
time this year are sophomore Shannon Pack and

•

•

•
•

•

•

Will today be the last day
of the rest of your life?
Modern day prophet says
it may be so.
by John Citrone
ell, today ls August 31, the last
full day of the Earth's existence.
That is ifyou believe former NASA
worker Edgar Whisenant, who
predicts the end of the world, or the "rapture,.. will
take place on September 1: tomorrow.
Actually the Earth itself will not disappear or
explode or anything like that, but according to
Whisenant, all born-again Christians will be taken
into Heaven and the rest of the world will remain
to live out God's great plan.
Last year at this time Whisenant made the same
prediction to obvious error. He ~ttrtbutes this
mistake to the Gregorian calendar which begins
counting the years AD. at one and not zero. Jeeze,
that's an honest mistake.
Anyone who foresees the end of humanity could
have stumbled on such a simple statistical miscal-

culation. With that mistake cleared up we now can
prepare for the Judgement Day. Here ar~ a few
suggestions:
1. Rush to the nearest ministry and become "Reborn."
2. Seek your perfect mate and sin the night
away.
3. Find out where Edgar Whisenant lives, go to
his house and watch his soul rise into Heaven.
O.K. enough messin' around here, let's get
serious and ask the question, should we believe
Mr. Whisenant?
The controversal Greek philosopher Nostrodomus predicted the apocalypse would take place in
the year 3000. Heck, according to the Big N. we're
not even supposed to have a nuclear war until
1999.
So what substantial evidence does Whisenant
have in support of his "end of the world" arguement? In the Christian Bible, The book of Revela-

tions does tell of creation's last days. It states that
in the days leading up to Armageddon, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, famine, and wars
between nations are to plague our Earth.
Earthquakes? Recently thousands of people
were killed in a devastating quake in Mexico City,
Mexico.
Volcanoes? In 1984, Mount St. Helens erupted
unexpectedly, claiming hundreds of lives. More
recently, anothervolcano erupted in Hawaii killing
hundreds and leaving many without homes.
Famine? The people of Ethiopia as well as other
Third World countries suffer from the evils of mass
starvation every day. Even here in the United
States we have a problem controlling the scurge of
hunger and homlessness.
World Relations? Just this year Chinese students rebelled against the oppressive

see APOCALYPSE page 4
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Wired: John Belushi's first dram.a
.

'

Woodward's book on Belushi's life finally hits the silver screen

.B

Belushi
(Michael
Chiklis) is shown performing Saturday Night
ob Woodward's
Live skits including his
biography of
bee routine, the SaJohn Belushi,
mauri and Jake of the
Wired, almost
Blues Brothers. These
didn't make it to the silver
are not scenes meant to
screen because of controbe funny work They
versy.
have no business here
The typical disagreeunless lt's an attempt to
ment between an author
break the serious tone,
and his subject's family is
which can't be done.
not unheard of. It would
Cracking a smile is
be common, almost extough, let alone laughpected that Jim Belushi,
ing. All we see is a man
John's brother, would reout of control.
fute some of Woodward's
Chiklls, although he
claims. But the subject
could be mistaken for
isn't just another actor
Belushi, doesn't fall
who died from a drug
prey to imitation overoverdose. He was John
kill. Instead, he capBelushi.
tures the mystique of
With Belushi being a
his character through
hero in Hollywood, no one
what won him the role:
wanted to drag his name
acting. Thankfully,
through a cesspool by
Wired didn't hire a
making a film depicting
physical carbon copy
his lifestyle. And with Joke Blues was one of the many chorcters Belushi
but opted for something
good reason, too. Many of made famous on the original Saturday Night Live.
more than skin deep.
his friends and his wife
Talent. Thereby proving once again
knew of his drug habit. And according
'WIRED'
that sometimes less ls more.
to the Woodward film, producers supRated: R
Wired is hard to follow at ftrst.
plied Belushi money to buy drugs deStarring: Mlchael Chlklfs,
Dream sequences often mesh too
spite his attempts at going clean.
RaySharky
closely with reality. thus making a
The filming of Wired couldn't be
Director: Larry Pierce ,
distracting challenge of deciphering
stopped, but a distributor was made
what's what. The rapid cross-cutting
purposely hard to find. Supposedly,
Confetti Review: * * *
slows down after fifteen minutes and
Tinsel Town is controlled by a small
allows us back into understanding
~roup of powerful individuals who used
their influence and almost succeeded in widowing the the time frame of the film.
film of a distributor. But when there's money to be
Belushi was one of a kind. Yes. easily said. But he
made. some things can't be stopped.
had an effect on audiences, and st.ill does, that will
Don't expect Wired to make you laugh. If anything it
causes sobriety followed by a focused depression.
see WIRED page 4

by Richard E. Karman

Week
:~ al

rn!'J4 • Continuing through Sept.

_!!!~m 14, theartofJamesMerlin
I
Bojarczuk: will be featured at the UCF

gallery in a display called Images and
Figures. The gallery is located on the
third floor of the Humanities and Fine
Arts Building. • The Doobie Brothers,
with special guest, Henry Lee Summer, will be in the Orlando Arena. The
show starts 8 p.m. and tickets are
$17.50. • The Mark Two Dinner
Theater's production of Love, Sex and
the IRS continues through Sept. 10.
• Auditions for .....,..,.,...,.,.,..-~~~~
Comedy Wars at
Valentynes
in
Downtown
Orlando. The open
auditions will be
held from 4 to 6 p.m.
This might be your
very last chance to
see all these shows, as well as audition,
because the end of the world will soon
be upon us. •Reggae legends The Wailers will be at the Beacham Theatre in
Orlando. The show starts at 8 p.m. Tickets are $12.50 & $15 in advance and
$17.50 & $20.00 at the door.
• The end of the world is
expected. Tickets are free.
Providing you survive the Rapture,
Oscar Wilde's controversial play Salome at the Theatre Downtown through
September 2. Obviously_, this will be the
last performance. Tickets are $5 each.
For more information and reservatio:is,
call 841-0083.
•The Orlando Science-Center continues with an early
laser light show of Pink Floyd's The
Wall. and a late show featuring either
Led Zeppelin or The Beatles. Call 8967151 for more information.
• Going back to the Cheek.
Cheek to Cheek is opening
it's doors once agam to the Sunday night
crowds. Dance rock will be provided by
vartous local talent as well as some well
known national ads.

tia.-..WllllWllll'

Exene and Finest Hour hit big with debuts
The Charts
Week ending
August 26, 1989
This list Is the Top Ten
Compact Discs of the
week. Complied from
Billboard magazine .
l . Full Moon Fever
Tom Petty
2. The End of the
Innocence
Don Henley
3. Repeat Offender
Richard Marx
4. Batman Soundtrack
Prince
5. The Raw and the
Cooked

Fine Young Cannibals
6. Cuts Both Ways
Gloria Estafan
7. Forever Your Girt
Paula Abdul
8. Girl You Know It's
True
MllliVanllll
9. Batman Motion
Picture Score
Danny Elfman
10. Blind Man's Zoo
10,000 Maniacs

• Old Wives Tales
Artist: Exene Cervenka
Producer: Tony Gilkyson

emember that kind
of rock-a-billy punk
rock band called X?
Many thought the band
simply fizzled out after their
semi-hit single "Hungry
Wolf." But ...
Singer I songwriter
Exene Cervenka, along
With ex X guitarist Tony
Gilkyson, has just released
her debut album Old Wives'

R

Tales.

Cervenka's vocals are
smooth and subtle, yet the
most impressive aspect of
the album is the songwriting. Song one on side
one, entitled "She Wanted,"
speaks out about religious
and govenmental ambiguity. It is a spoken piece
tastefully set to a backdrop
of accoustic guitar.
The fourth song on the
album is called "Cocktail
Trees."" This tune loosely
imitates previous X tunes
with it's rock-a-billy flavor,

while creating more of an
upbeat pop feel. The song
points a sarcastic finger at
the loose morals of pick-up
artist playboys and 1.he
flimsy females that solicit
their social services.
"Famous Barmaid" is the
final cut on side one. This
tune departs from the
southern style that dominates most of the record in
that it adds traditional
swing to Cerven.ka's vocabulary.
Side two continues with
more of the same countryI
rock style but never becomes trite or superficial.
The most poignant and
poetic piece on Old Wives'
Tales
is entitled "Leave
Heaven Alone." Cervenka is
joined by Eliza Gilkyson to
create a chilling vocal combination. They sing of the
grim future of our civilization if the arms race and
star wars program continue. "We've made an enemy of the sun/sold our
weapons to everyone." The
feeling of despare is accented by a pan flute solo at
the bridge of the song.
Old Wives' Tales is a
departure for Exene Cervenka. Hopefully today's
music market, which is so
cluttered with uncultured,
untalented fame-seekers,
can open up and let true
artistry, such as this, flow.
- John Citrone

• Pop metal band Clnderella will perform at 8 p.m. at
the Ocean Center in Daytona. Their
guests will be White Lion and Tangier.

llAj~~~

•

•
• Make that Move

Artist: Finest Hour
Producer: Larry "Woo"
Wedgeworth and Gordon
"Megabucks" Worthy
ew Edition and Guy
may have to step
aside for Finest Hour,
a new group that recognizes
Bobby Brown, New Edit.ion
and New Kids on the Block
as friends.
The Boston natives, Troy
Sanders, Vaughn Burks,
Jamaal Seymour and Carlos
Munoz, plan on leaving an
even bigger impression on
the music world than their
celebrated homeboys have.
Where other groups depend
on one or two singers for
their distinctive sound, Finest Hour throws t.he spotlight on all four songwriters.
The debut album, with
the PolyGram label, exemthe
group's
p Hfies
versatility. Make That Move
showcases 10 selections

N

see MUSIC page 4

Tickets are $16. 50 and are available at
all Ticket Master outlets. •The Laughing Kookaburra Lounge in the Walt
Disney World Village, is hosting the
Third Annual Talent Showcase , a six
week competition. Proceeds go to the
Muscular Dystrophy Association. To
register, call John Muszynski at 827-

•

3731.

• Social Distortion will
appear at The Beacham
Theatre in 0-Town at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$8 in advance and $10 at the door.
Tickets are available through Ticketron.
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·Local pizzeria is darn near perfect, almost
"by Mario Ponce
t

,

l

~

,

~

hetheryou are a new kid on
the block or have been a
part of our university for
some time now, welcome.
Along with the university's growth
comes the joy of diversity. Unlike the
days of yesteryear, you no longer
have to wonder, "Where are we going
to eat?"
Nearby restaurants, new and old,
are anxiously awaiting to prove
themselves.
Why take chances? In Tableside,
I'll provide you with tips on how to
receive good service and to effectively
complain when dissatisfied.
If you have a story you would like
to share, let us hear. Meanwhile, we'll
be communicating Tableside.
Kelsey's Pizzeria, next to the UC 6

W

movie theater, can base
its reputation on location, free delivery, variety. quality,
good prices
a
n
d
adequate
seIVice.
Being 1269 University Blvd. across from ucf. Phone 282-0505
across the
street from the university is an obvi- antipasto salads (both from $2.25).
ous benefit. But don't correlate that Treat yourself to hot grinders with
with quick seIVice. My lunch. during cheese (from $2. 95). a real bargain
the peak period, lasted almost an considering the offerings.
hour.
Kelsey's famous fresh pizza prides
Free delivery makes them acces- itself with freshness (from $5.00).
sible to everyone within reach.
Warning: allow 25 minutes. The
Vartety is synonymous with well pasta prtmavera lacked the garlic
prepared and appetizing greek and punch and flavorful sauce I was an-

ticipating, however.
Additionally, the desserts are rich
and sinfully delicous. My choices are
flogeres. prepared with walnuts,
honey, spices, chocolate and baklava. dressed with filo dough, walnuts, honey, sugar and spices (both
from $1.45).
Meanwhile, the service was excellent. Our server was waiting ten
tables at once and wa,s polite the
entire tttne. Unlike most servers, she
took a moment and asked us to come
back.
Other times, the seIVice was simply adequate. No welcome, name or
menu knowledge.
I encourage you to give Kelsey's
achance, but gtve yourself time.
Mario Ponce is a Hospitality Management senfor and author ofWaiting
on America.
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It's the end of the world as we know it, so enjoy it will ya'
by Dave Schlenker

his end of the world thing really provokes
some pretty nifty thoughts. ya' know.
Personally, I think the university should
have delayed the start of the semester, or at least
the deadline for tuition payments, until Sept. 1.
This way, if the world does indeed end. the students would die with the sanctity of knowing that
they weren't shafted with over-inflated tuition and
ridiculous fees.
But obviously the top governing UCF comm1ttees, the Student Graduation Prevention Commit' tee and the What Can We Do To Aruloy Students
This Year Comm.itee, took this factor into consideration and decided that it should be the university that dies with the most toys wins.

T

So I say fight greed with greed.
What. the heck? What are they going to do if we
get out of hand protesting. expell their fellow
human beings the day before most of us bite the
big one?
I. myself, refuse to buy a parking sticker prior to
Sept. 1. As a matter of fact. I plan to find the best
parking place on campus, providing, of course,
President Altman doesn't arrive on campus before
I do.
Now would also be a p;ood time to buy all the
books I need for class and charge them all. And the
best part about it is that I wouldn't even have to
go to class. The possibilities are endless for mindless and deviant behavior to celebrate the end of
the world.
Of course this world demolition theory is going

to play hell on fraternity rush. If the frats are
smart, they will ask for dues early this year, like at
their informal rush parties.
Stay the hell out of the cafeterta! Why eat SAGA
food and risk dying before the end of the world
actually arrives.
Another thing the end of the world will have a
pretty bummer effect on is the Rolling Stones
concert.
Then again, come to think of it, if Keith Richards
survived three complete blood replacements, he is
probably the most likely candidate to survive the
rapture. He would think of it as just a bad hangover or something.
If you plan to purchase tickets for the Stones
concert, don't forget to bring your American Express.
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APOCALYPSE
FROM PAGE 1
Chinese government; hundreds of revolutionaries, as
well as innocent citizens,
were killed. And as you sit
and read this, religious wars
are taking place in the Middle
East in which.American diplomats are used as pawns in
terrorist tactics.
So maybe this guy is on to
something. Dr. Rod Pinder,
director of the Presbyterian
organization in the Campus
Ministry, admits he was
unaware of humanity's Sept.
1 expiration date. 11le problem is," he said, "as Christians, we live for the [rapture]
to happen at any second. For
[Whisemant ) to say that he
knows when it is going to
happen. then he is not living
for t oday."
What are you thinking
right now? Are you asking
yourself, "should I prepare to
meet my maker?" or are you
chuckling while you show

WIRED
FROMPAGE2
never be equalled. For instance, what do John Belushi and Elvis Presley have
in common other than dying
from drugs? Go t o any mall or
bar lip synch competition
and you'll see them on stage
where they'll live forever.
Intensity builds as the
credits near. Belushi loses
his grip. Suddenly, the
dream sequence has direct
intercourse with reality. Belushi, shown on his death
bed, gets questioned by
Woodward about his drug
habit, who's to blame and

this stupid article·to the person sitting next to you?
If you scoff, are you not
indeed denying yourself the
rewards of everlasting life in
Heaven's golden estate?
Reverend Fred Schramm
of the Lutheran branch of the
Campus Ministry ts currently teaching a course on
the Book of Revelations. He
said, "there is nothing in the
(Bible) that substantiates
this idea."
"Everyone who has predicted the Rapture in the
past ·has failed. You can
judge a true prophet only if
his predictions come true."
Well Mr. Whisenant, last
year at this time you may had
had some of us worried. You
may have lost some credence
since then.
But, if you are called into
Heaven's golden estate, we
wish you the best of luck on
your timeless journey home
and we'll consider you a true
prophet. Next time, we will
believe you.
why?
This could've destroyed the entire framewor~ but somehow didn't .
It took a chance. Like taking 20 credit hours in a single
semester while juggling a
part time job. After cracking
jokes to elude any real answers, Belushi lays 1n bed
r eady to die as Woodward
projects his feelings that
others share as well. Sure,
Kathy Smith allegedly shot
him up with heroin that
would eventually kill him.
But if it wasn't Smith, then
someone else perhaps. Everyone loved John Belushi. He
had no real reason. It was
evident. He did it to himself.

.
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MUSIC
FROMPAGE2
including the first smash single itself. Two
of the five producers of the album are Vincent Brantley, who produces for New Edition
and The Boys, and also Rick Smith, who
produces for Gladys Knight. A 1 t h o u g h
Finest Hour initially vowed not to follow in
the foot steps of their friends, many of the
record's tunes are reminders of other's hits.
Other fast jams on Side A include "So
Young and In Love," "Proud" and "Our Love."
"When ya comin' home," a slow jam on the
same side, initially sounds like Prince's
"Darling Nikki" on Purple Rain .

Side B highlights "Finest Hour." That's , ~
right! They named one of the selections after
the group. It's an easy-to-dance-to song.
"Crazy" has funky ab-libs, hip-hop rap and a
lot of bass.
•
The music in that song is similar to that of
New Edition's "N.E. Heartbreak." "Invincible," a slow jam, gives each member a
chance to shine.
If you're looking for ,.
something really romantic, Finest Hour has it
- "Take Care of my Heart." "You Know I Like
It" is another fast jam on side B.
The difference between Finest Hour and
the younger New Edition is very thin (musically, that is).
- Trish Martin
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Coming next week:
more scintillating film reviews, scathing
commentaries, and stylish fashions.
(That is, of course, if the world doesn't end tomorrow.)
If you're still around - check us out!
Enhrtdrmoot l
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11776 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, Fl 21817
Alafaya Village Shoppping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

282-2101
UCF TEAM DENTIST
Our UCF Good Knight Offer1
$25 Ched<.-up includes • Initial Exam
• 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
Offer good with Valid UCF l.D. Only
E)(pires 12/15/89

good on initial visit only

• The patient and any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse to pay, cancel payment, or be reimbursed for payment for any other service examination,
or treatment which is performed as a result of and within
72 hours of responding to the advertisement for free
service, examination or treatment

C.A.D.A.C .
CAMPUS ALCOHOL AND
DRUG
AWARENESS CENTER

"We handle the work and worry
and leave the romance to y9u ! ''

(407)

FREE

Back pack
when you buy an
HP calculator!

••''

Business
HP14B
HP 17B
HP Business
C-Onsultant II
Science and
engineering
HP 22S
HP 27S
HP 28S
HP 328
HP 42S

629-1849

Don't be done in
by statistics class.
Get the new HP-218.
The only calculator on the
market designed especially to
take the drudgery out of collegelevel st.atistics. All the functions
you need for statisticsAND
college math are built in!
Check out the new HP-218 today.

HP calcul.aiors - the best
calculators to help
you succeed.

Come in today
for details.
HP Calculators- F/iiJI
the best for
&:r...I
your success.

HEWLETT
PACKARD

rh:"I
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INTERNATIONAL
ii.8 Calculator & Computer
2916 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081
Call bcfClftl DOOO for ~day doli¥11T)' ID your door via UPS. Uec credit card or C.O.D.

Encourages responsible, informed decisions regarding drugs and alcohol. We are a paticipating
member of the national organization BACCHUS.
Boost Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health
of University Students.

•
•.

•Safe Ride Ho me
*Desig nated Driver
•students Ag ai nst Driving Dru nk (SADD)
>weekly meetings
>campus events
*Student Assistance Education
Program(SAEP)
>to help you decide if your drinking
is becoming a problem
*Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
*Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
>group support through the
Counseling Department (2 75-2811)

·Stop by or call the
Student Health Resource
Center for more information: 281--5457.

•

•

•
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